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INTRnDUCTION

The intimate interconnection and reciprocal influences

of tne polity and the economy is a long-standing theme in

the stuoy of political change. Aristotle discussed the role

of economic transformation and Imbalance in his analysis of

revolution. Karl Marx had it that "the mode of production

of material life conditions the social, political and

intellectual life process in general." More recently, a

seminal work on development reflects the same point in

declaring tnat "there are many possible sources of system

change. But one of the most powerful and predictable of

these is radical change in the socio-economic environment of

the political system."[l] The evolution of the nexus is

familiar. As new economic modes of production or industrial

departures ramify onto the politys they shake up existing

political patterns, contribute to the creation of additionalii
power contenders, and compel decision makers to formulate

and implement untried strategies and tactics.

The rebirth of the Mexican petroleum industry and its

implications for Mexican political change illustrates the

point. A Mexican commentator has it correctly that "one

theme polarizes Mexican public attention--the petroleum

question." C23 Since the new finds were announced in 1974P

the nation's politics have fastened upon petroleum. In the

-. 'I._: . L -' , ,J ' • ... . ..
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process, an unfamiliar context has begun to take form.

Kovel polizy disputes have crystallized and older policy

questions nave assumed different dimensions. The transition

to major petroleum power is chock full of potential for more

of the same in the 1980s as the polity continues to respond

to challenges evolving from economic change.

more specifically, two major policy decisions and one

key concomitant form the crux of public attention, policy

dispute and political discourse. The decision to push for

ever-increasing hydrocarbons production is the first of

those casual factors. It is the basic plank of Mexican

petroleum policy and has sparked ongoing controversy from

the outset. Flowing from that decision, Mexico has evolved

export policy and practice featuring relatively large

amounts of sales to the United States, catalyzing a second

focus of disputation. In the process, finally, Petrbleos

Pexicanos (DEMEX, the state-owned oil monopoly) has grown by

leaps and bounds and emerged as a third contribution to the

context of political change created by Mexico's newly found

petroleum riches.

Singularly or in tanclem, those three facts have wrought

the beginnings of significant forces for change in the

Mexican polity. Novel patterns of formal and informal

authority are evolving. New political actors are emerging

and some previous ones are waxing and wanning in influence.

Cramatic issues are sparking heated debate and intense

political controversy leading to frequent challenges to
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Mexico's secretive, authoritarian system, and sometimes

exploding into flamboyant opposition to official policies

and postures. Some of those catalysts for political

disputation are directly related to the petroleum industry

and strike all three of the defining characteristics of the

nation's new petroleum reality. At least one of the factors

is always present in matters relating directly to petroleum

policy and practice.

In another gradation of issues, the rebirth of Mexico's

petroleum industry is less directly related, but the

nation's putative oil wealth has added additional nuance to

their consideration and imposed new conditions for their

resolution. The weakness of Mexico's agricultural sector,

the nation's unemployment problems, ongoing deficiencies in

the export sector, and a possible reorientation of basic

developmental strategy exemplify areas where petroleum is

indirectly related. In matters both directly tied to the

exploitation and exportation of hydrocarbons and in areas

more removed, in sum, Mexico's recent oil finds have created

a new dynamic in the Mexican polity.

\This paper describes and analyzes those conditions of

and forces for change. After a brief description of

production and export policy and practice and the growth of

Petrbleos Mexicanosp the effort looks to contributions to

institutional change and to policy controversy directly tied

to the petroleum industry. The discussion then evolves to

other foci of policy disputation indirectly related to the
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new milieu created by anticipated petroleum earnings.

Finallys, in a more speculative vein, the paper gauges the

significance of the new oil for political change by

examining the profundity of the issues at controversy, the

scope and intensity of the challenges to governmental

authority, and the sectors and individuals involved in the

several disputes and departures.

PPODUCTION, EXPORTSP ANn DETPOLEOS MEXICANCS

The policy debates over production, exports, and

Petr6leos Mexicanos are set out below, but some brief

description and some few data on the three elements of the

petroleum scene are necessary by way of grasping the

essential facts of the scenario. The evolution of tne 1970s

featured moves to increasing productions expanding exports

to the United States, and an ever larger ana ever richer

national oil company.

In the first instance, Mexico's hydrocarbon reserves

burgeoned during the late 1970s. Proved reserves multiplied

about eight-fold from 6.3 to over 50 billion barrels from

1975 to 1980. Petroleum experts are near unanimity in

predicting significant additional proved reserves to come on

line in the 1980s and Petr6leos Mexicanos' conservative

estimate of total reserves (proved, probable, and potential)

in 1980 declared 200 billion barrels.t33

I1
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Across the line, production figures have grown almost

as rapidly as reserve quotations. In 1974, Petr6leos

P1exicanos was producing about 650,000 barrels of crude per

day (b/d); the magic 1 million figure was attained in 1976;

and by early 1980 production reached 2 million b/d.

Production targets for 1981 were set at 2.7 million b/d. A

level of 4 million b/d by 1983 can be readily achieved.

Increases in refining production and capacity tell the same

story. In 1973, daily output of refined products stood at

about 5CO,000 b/d and by 1979 exceeded a million b/d.

Projections for refining capacity in 1982 are set at 1.5

million bid. PreJictions for Petrbleos Mexicanost

petrochemical sector are even more ambitious. In 1975, the

oil monopoly confected 3.6 million tons of petrochemicals

and output grew to 6.3 million by 1979. Projections for

1982 look to a yearly output of 18 million tons with even

further increases to 24 million tons by 1985.[4)

The second nexus of the politically volatile scenario

created by Pexico's new hydrocarbons involves increasing

exports to the United States. It reflects the same upward

trends as production, although new export initiatives

launched in 1980 may moderate the situation in the future.

Some small amounts of crude were actually imported in the

early 1970s, but by late 1974 the balance had shifted and

PEMFX averaged atout 159000 bid in exports during the last

months of that year. Exports then increased rapidly. In

1978 Mexico sent off about 450,000 b/d in exports. By early
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1980, exports were totalling about 1.1 million b/d.

Although reports are sometimes a trifle confusing, the

consensus appears to be that the United States received more

than 80 percent of Mexico's exports through 1979. Data for

1978, for example, indicate that Petrbleos Mexicanos

exported $1.8 billion worth of crude of which S1.57 billion

(or 97 percent) was sold in the United States' market. By

late 1979, PEMEX was also selling the U.S. 300 million cubic

feet of gas per day. The initial price for the gas was set

at S3.625* but was raised to $4.47 per 1000 cubic feet in

mid-1980.[5]

Beginning in 1980P Mexico's export diversification

program came on line and future petroleum commerce with the

United States was in transition. Although the

U.S. continuea to be assured of the lion's share of the

nation's hydrocarbons exports, the exact percentages became

increasingly difficult to Predict. For 1)80, Petr6leos

Mexicanos contracted for additional sales of as much as

400,000 bid to go to Brazil, France, Japan and Spain with

further projections of even more exports to Canada and

Sweden in 1981. At the same timep however, production

schedules were revised upward from 2.25 million b/d to 2.7

million b/d. Although some of that increase appeared to be

destined for the internal marketp a sizable piece of it

would probably go to the United States market. The U.S.p In

that eventuality, would continue to receive ever larger

absolute amounts of hydrocarbons (oil and natural gas) from
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Mexico, although its relative percentage of Mexicots total

exports might fall off a trifle.t6]

As production and exports have burgeoned in Mexico,

Petr6leos Mexicanos has prospered ana emerged as a tnird

focus of controversy within the new scenario created by the

oil boom. The national oil monopoly grows more rich and

powerful every year. Data on its piece of overall budgetary

allocations in Mexico illustrate the point. In absolute

terirs, Petr6leos Mexicanos' budget grew from $4.3 billion

in 1977 to $17.5 billion in 1080. Comparative data from

1977 ano 1980 exemplify that PEMEX is also gaining a larger

relative piece of Mexican outlays in addition to receiving

more in absolute terms;. In 1977j Petr6leos Mexicanos

claimed 19 percent of all monies spent by the public sector

and 36 percent of actual expenditures of the decentralized

organizations and state enterprises. In the draft budget

from 1980, the comparable figures had grown to 23 percent

and 47 percent. Indeedp the 1980 data may underestimate the

impact of PEMEX because the oil monopoly usually overspends

its budget.[7]

Beyond 1980P the figures are difficult to predict, but

the Mexican government's ELA.0 212kil jg ig.

12Q1=122Z appears to promise the continuation of substantial

financing to Petr6leos Mexicanos (while also appearing to

deny such intentions). In one sectionp the £.L n makes much

of lower Increases (not less total money) in financing

directed to the petroleum monopoly for 1980 through 1982.

I1
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Conversely, when the 21.aD gets to a discussion of the

distribution of "the total petroleum earnings susceptible

for utilization in fomenting investment and the development

of the country," PEMEX is scheduled for 32 percent of the

total. Agriculture and rural development, in second place,

is programmed to receive 17 percent.[8]

In sum, Mexico's increasing hydrocarbons production,

its growing exports of petroleum to the United States, and

the burgeoning significance of Petr6leos Mexicanos form the

foci for the nation's new oil politics. Policy disputes

flow from those three elements of the nation's new role as a

Ipetroleum power; direct political controversy reflects the

Mexican government's several strategies in pursuit of those

achievements; and other controversies are indirectly

extrapolated from and tied to the potential earnings to be

gained in the near future by Mexico's booming petroleum

industry.

PETROLEUM POLITICS AND CHANGE: THE DIRECT DIMENSION

Revision of institutional lines of authority combine

with ongoing policy disoutes and political controversy to

illustrate the forces for change evolving from Mexico's new

petroleum Politics. In some instancesp the novel designs

are already firmly etched, but in others they are more in

the form of pressures and proclivities than clearly defined

renderings. In the first gradation, the 1980s should be

- - - - - - --. ..- " ' "" -.. . .
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expected to firmly entrench the initiatives. In the second

extrapolation of forces for change, the present decade will

present a context for their sorting and filing, or

relegation to the trashheaps of aborted reforms so

characteristic of recent Mexican history.

Looking first to institutional or semi-regularized

changes in the Mexican system catalyzed by petroleum

politics, Petrbleos Mexicanos plays a featured role.

Supervision of its wealth and power has triggered several

well-defined revisions of the lines of authority and other

manifestations of continuing flux as the new relationships

are workeId out.

By way of reservation and preface to this discussion,

it should be emphasized that institutional, constitutional,

and legalistic analyses are not quite appropriate for the

1P1exican scene (nor practically anywhere else), given the

continuing patterns of personalismo, caciquismo and

PIi camarillas that weigh heavily in the nation's politics. In

this particular instance, furthermore, the analysis is made

even more difficult by an. accident deriving from

constitutional provisions which prohibit at least one of the

major potential actors from asoiring to the presidency,

I J thereby reducing his political clout. Nonetheless,

institutional arrangements count in Mexico anO petroleum's

AL'
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influence upon them is useful in documenting its

contribution to real and potential change.[9]

Beginning from the top of the institutional pyramid,

Mexico's new petroleum has crystallized increasing

presidential attention to and authority in the area of

hydrocarbons policy and, in effect, defined him as Mexico's

first oil man. President Josd L8pez Portilloy the present

incumbent, frames and articulates petroleum policy. He has

often intervened in Petrbleos Mexicanos and even more

frequently entered the fray of political controversy to

defend the government's policies and programs in the

hydrocarbons arena. As speculation evolves concerning the

successor to L6pez Portillop moreover, it has become a

truism that the nation's next president should be conversant

with the intricacies of the petroleum industry. That

qualification has never before been defined as a significant

characteristic of a 2r1-jdaig.

At the next formal level of the constitutional

hierarchy--the ministries--institutional analysis is not

quite so cleans but it continues to have some value, both

V for its partial utility and its shortcomings. Logical 

deduction points to growing political influence for the

Minister of Mational Datrioony and Industrial Development,

but that pattern failed to emerge in the 1970s. The

Ministry counts formal competence for Petr~leos Mexicanos,

but the actual lines of authority have run from the

President to the Director General of PEMEXP bypassing the

,P
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Patrimonio Minister. Several factors may explain the

interruption of institutional lines of authority. Strong

ties of personal friendship bind the President to the

Director General of PEMEXP who also enjoys the reputation of

being an able person with a commanding presence. The

Patrimonio Ministerp moreoverp is unable to aspire to the

Presidency because ot foreign Parentage andp therefore, his

political influence is diminished.[1O]

As petroleum earnings have grown and combined with

other measures designed to increase taxation and tighten its

administration, the relative influence of the Minister of

the Treasury (Hacienca y Cr~dito P~blico) has also

expanded in Mexico, as it has in other systems around the

globe. Increased petroleum monies in the 1980s should

contribute even further to the Ministry's role in the

framing of policies and programs financed by the oil

bonanza. The same pattern may well hold for the Ministry of

Budget and Planning (Presupuesto y Programaci6n)p but the

department was founded only in 1977 and has yet to

consolidate its position. Three ministers headed the

institution in its first four years. Indeed, the two

financial ministries are competitive and the rising

influence of one signals the relative decline of the other.

Both, however, are potentially Influential and bothp to the

theme of this discussion, owe their potential in large part

to the significant new financial resources being created by

the rebirth of the Mexican petroleum industry.

-..... - --- S
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Although a bold prediction is certainly not merited#

the oil wealth may also imply a relative diminution in

influence for the traditional Positions of political power

within the administrative hierarchy--the Ministry of

Government (Gobernacibn) and the Presidency of the official

party, the PRI. As President Lopez Portillo consolidated

his position during the first part of his regime, strong

incumbents in both Posts were replaced by less formidable

persons. In turn, it appears that the two loci of political

power have less influence in the system than in times past.

The importance of politics in the Mexican system is not to

be eclipsed by the economic challenges of the new oilp to be

sure, but a relative decline in the significance of the two

political positions could certainly evolve in the 1980s.

The role of the Director General of Petr6leos

Mexicanos definitively dramatizes the impact of petroleum on

institutionalized lines of authority in the Mexican system.

The present Director General, Jorge Dlaz Serranot has

become the second most important public figure in the

nation. He travels hither and yon like the foreign

!minister, he negotiates trade arrangements as if he were the

commerce minister, he bargains for loans as a surrogate

treasury ministerp and he is deeply involved in decisions

that impinge upon the competence of the minister of budget

and planning. Although he has denied such ambitionst early

analyses depict him as a presidential prp-r iatg for the

1982-88 sexenio.(111

I1
-E '
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Beyond that possibility, projections look to the

creation of a new Ministry of Energy early in the next

administration. Diaz Serrano his been defined as the

logical candidate to head the agency. No matter who the

minister, the initiative bodes to redefine institutional

power relations in the Mexican government. If the

department were to include only Petr6leos Mexicanos and the

Coirisibn Federal de Electricidad (CFE, the second largest

of the decentralized agencies), it woulo control fully 34

percent of the Mexican budget (based on the 1980 draft) and

obviously be a mighty force in the nation. Concomitantly,

the creation of a Ministry of Energy would seal the fate of

the Patrimonio Ministry by robbing it of its most salient

component.

Comparative analysis lends credence to petroleum's

impact on lines of institutional authority. In early 1979,

the new Venezuelan Minister of Energy and Mines was

described as having launched a campaign "to reassert the

role of the energy and mines ministry in oil policy."

Reflecting the same points made in this analysis of the

Mexican context, the discussion continued:

Since 1976P Petrbleos de Venezuela has become a

separate authority, negotiating directly with

foreign companies; its president, General Rafael

Alfonzo Ravard, has been allowed direct access to

the Hraflores presidential palace. Calder6n

gave notice that on issues such as production

L1
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policy, for example, the ministry would impose its

authority.[12)

From another perspectivep the Petroleum boom in Mexico

has spelled increasing power for the oil workers' sindicato.

In a paradoxical 4ay, it has also contributed to the

strength of the Mexican left and the influence of its major

spokesman on petroleum issues, Heberto Castillo. As a

subcontractor and a hiring agent for PEmEXP the ZL2L1ES1

union has control over growing resources and its political

influence has increased proportionately, particularly at the

state and local level in selected areas. Castillop finallyp

has become famous in Mexico as he has battled PEMEX and the

government. In the processp he has been invited to official

conclaves for the discussion of petroleum-related policies.

It may be that the official cognizance of Castillo is

informed by more (or less) than respect for his pol icy

positions, but that possibility is a bit beside the point.

The message contained in Castillo's rise to fame and power

is the same as trat implied in the emergence of Olaz

Serrano and the otner alterations of the hierarchy of

authority described above. Mexico's petroleum has begun to

change the fact of the n polity and it promises to

affect more such changes in the 1980s.
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In a rather different way, the same point is

crystallized by a description and analysis of policymaking

controversies and the political battles wageo over programs

to implement petroleum policies in Mexico. In both

policymaking and politics, the 1970s catalyzed drawn out and

intense dispute characterized by ongoing agony, much backing

and filling, frequent explosions of vituperative

recrimination, and even occasional examples of the decision

makers acknowledging and responding to the charges of their

opponents. 7o reiterate a frequent theme of this paper, the

events of the 1970s are bound to foreshadow more of the same

for the 1980s.

At the level of policymakingt the decision makers'

stance on production illustrates the agony of the process.

From the outset it has been beclouded by a vacillation and

indecision, shifting from posture to posture. Official

policy has reflected the vicissitudes of the moment, the

novelty of the situation, and the interplay of forces on

both the international and domestic scene. Early on, the

conservationists appeared to dominate official rhetoric; in

midstream, the expansionistic forces gained the upper hand;

* by 1Q7ep the government's policy had once again assumed a

more cautious tone with the promulgation of a "production

platform"; and in 1980, the expansionists won a minor

victory when the platform was raised from 2.25 million b/d
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to 2.7 million b/d.

Still, the matter was far from settled in 1980. The

official definition of the original production platform by

no means implied an unalterable decision to shut off further

increases in hydrocarbons production and exportation.

Rather, it conjured a reflective policy review which might

preclude further growth in the industry,, but might also

result in a decision to push ahead with increasing

production and exportation. The Director General set out

the policy in his annual report of 1978:

After the production platform of 1980 is attained,

Mexico can decide if the same pace of production

is to continue, or if it is convenient to increase

or reduce it, with the tremendous advantage of

having, by then, enough income and ease to project

the execution of a master development plan . . . 133

At the time, the postulation of the production platform

was interpreted as a victory for a more restrictive policy,

but subsequent events proved otherwise. In 1980, thei6

President announced an increase in production after such a

t.rove had been denied only a short-time before. It is

certainly reasonable to expect that another such round of

politicking will evolve with good chances for elevations in

the future. In snorts the polity will continue to

reverberate with the clash of forces pro and con as they

press their respective positions.114)
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The record of export policy and practice reflects the

same pattern and similar results. Indecision has mixed with

contradiction, sparking ongoing debate and disputation in

the polity.(15] The articulated export policy of the

Mexican government has stated differing goals at various

times. At the most basic level of desirable quantities, the

long and the short of the alternative proposals revolve

about two contracictory policy recommendations. On the one

hand, rany counsel that Mexico minimize its exports in order

to husband its resources for future generations and avoid

economic indigestion. Conversely, others advise that the

imperatives of serious economic problems and plentiful

reserves compel the nation to a policy of increased export

earnings. During the Luis Fcheverrla years (1 Q7 0 -76 ),

nationalistic sensitivities and domestic political

discretion weighed heavily in favor of conservationist

rhetoric, but, even then, evolving practice hinted at a less

restrictive policy. After 1976, the official stance changed

to emphasize increasing exports, but the critics continued a

rearguard action designed to convince the policymakers of

their folly. The production platform announcement of 1978

also affected export quantitiesp of course, and the

conservative position appeared to have triumphed. As noted

above, however, the 1978 policy statement could not be

interpreted as establishing a ceiling on production or

exports. It gave way in 1980 and can be expected to be

raised again before much time passes.

MA I- .......
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Hrroring the same sort of ambiguity, both official

policy and unofficial domestic advice has frequently

emphasized foreign sales concentration on refined products

and, eventually# petrochemicals rather tnan cruce. As the

oil monopoly began to feel the economic crunch in mid-1977,

it seemed to back off from at least part of that policy, but

official statements persisted to talk about exports of

product, despite contradictory evidence.

Policy and practice on the recipient nations of

Mexico's petroleum and gas also Illustrates contradictions

arising from political Pressure and/or policy indecision.

As in other areas# the trends are in transition and definite

patterns difficult to ascertain. Similar to other aspects

of petroleum policy, furthermore, amtition tends to befog

practice. During the Echeverrla years, policy statements

talked much of exporting to the Third World nations.

Several early policy statements also reflected the endemic

anti-Yankee posture that freouently worms its way into

Mexican foreign policy stances. At the very outset,

Echeverrla was quick to declare that the United States

could expect no special treatment in oil deals. Indeed, he

argued against increased sales of any degree because they

would strengthen mexican dependence on the nited States.

At about the same time, the minister for natural resources

announced that Cuba was to be offered the first opportunity

to purchase Mexican oil.[1t]

.. ...-1n .i . .. . .. .. . . . llnfl. . . (.. . . . .. . . . . .
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The posture of the subsequent Lbpez Portillo

government evolved a less antagonistic stance toward the

Lnited States and pronounced export policy followed suit in

declaring the Jnited States as a "natural market" for

Mexico's hydrocarbons sales. Even then, however, export

diversification continued to be a major plank, but tne focus

changed to Brazil, Western Europe and Japan. By 1980, those

ambitions achieved realization with significant percentages

of exports projected for nations other than the U.S. In

still another turnp however, overall production scheiules

were raised resulting in a trend of increasing shipments to

the United States.

As with tne case of production, the twists and turns of

Mexico's export posture both reflected and caused on;oing

perturbation in the polity. Within official circles and

without, petroleum had again raised new challenges for the

decision makers, and, in the process, incited groups and

individuals within the polity to petition for, urge and

demand varying courses of planning and action. A Lgi

Ann1ii 1iZZ1 survey of Mexican opinion offers some glimpse

of popular division on the matter. When asked if Mexico

"should sell its oil to foreign countries," the respondents

were close to evenly divided with 56 percent in the

affirmative and 43 percent voting against foreign

exports. J17]

Petrbleos Mexicanos forms the third focus of ongoing

political discourse and controversy touched off by Mexico's
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petroleum bonanza. Differing from the agony and ambiguity

of production and export policy, tne debate over PEhEX is

more clearly defined. 'o doubt beclouds the fact that PEMEX

has grown by leaps and bounds, nor do any facts belie its

crucial significance for the Mexican economy* In the same

vein, no question exists that public attention has become

riveted upon the giant company. Fears have evolved that it

has poorly managed the nation's patrimonys ill-spent the

nation's moneyp and grown far too powerful for the nation's

good.

Those specific charges will be documented anon in the

discussion and analysis of several political disputes, but

some flavor demands presentation here by way of outlining

the essentials of the political controversy. Charges of

inefficiency and corruption within Petr6leos Mexicanos

continuously appear. About as frequentlyp PEMEX or one of

its officials is accused of collusion with North American

owned transnational companies. Misrepresentation of the

facts on production exportation, borrowingp and spending is

constantly being charged by the national oil monopoly's

critics. The petroleum company is also damned for its manic

commitment to its own growth and power and to its callous

treatment of the nation's environment and its citizens who

reside in exploited areas. A Mexican commentator offers a

sense of the Passion involved in the critique in setting out

a litany of the sins of PEMEX--"none of them corrected or

resolved." They include "arrogance, inepitudep

j -----
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authoritarianism, collusion with private companies, and

Depredation . . ." Further on, he writes of the "iimense

clamour" calling for the Director General to resign his

post. Heberto Castillo is less eloquentp but more dramatic,

in charging that "the director of PEMEX, Jorge Dlaz

Serrano, lies."[18]

It is siqnificant, furthermore, that the nation's right

opposition is about as vitriolic as the left in its

damnation of PE',1EX. In a book that elicited tne printing of

6G,OOC copies in less than four months, Luis Dazos issued a

vituperative series of charges. They focused on corruption

in tne company and the sindicato, the theft of material and

gasoline, the government's subsidy to PEMEX, the company's

debt, and other blasts. Near the end of the book, he

proposed a position and the solution representing the

thoughts of many conservative Mexicans.

The Mexican government ought to justify its

actions on the basis of concrete results, and not

1 as it has almost always done, with nationalistic

positions which serve only to justify inefficiency

4 and the benefit of certain sectors which

traditionally have amassed great fortunes in the

shadow of the petroleum nationalization.

If they really want the company to belong to the

people, they ought to sell its shares to Mexicans

and compose an administrative council of those who

risk their money, and not of functionaries who,
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like migratory ciris. are only interested in

taking as much profit as possible, even at the

K cost of destroying the financial stability of the

company and of the country.[19J

In each of those three areas of policy formulationp in

sum, the Mexican oil bonanza has injected new foci of

disputation into the nation's polity. Production policy has

jumped hither and yon and evoked spirited controversy at

eacn turn. In its train, exoort policy nas been botnered by

questions of volume and recinient nations and catalyzed

political advocates and opoonents Pressuring for more or

less export to the United States or other nations. In

combination, both production and export gains have implied

the growth of Petrb1eos Mexicanos and evoked from the

polity a series of charges anent the oil monopoly's

functioning and its very right to exist. In every casep the

issues are newp the disputes are novel# and the initiatives

different from those which have composed tne nation's policy

rebates in the Past. Tney imply policy innovations 3nd

political activity connoting change in the definition of the

Mexican polity.

The same conclusion is imolicit in more proximate

questions of political dispute impinging upon the nation's

polity. As the several major Petroleum policies have been



implementedp tney nave leac to a series of programs

impacting upon varying segments of the population and upon

the nation's political orejudices and sensitivities. In the

process, they have unleashed a wrath of opposition and, in

turnp sparked the defense of the decision makers. A number

of cases in Point exemplify the argument. They include the

scandalous blowout of Ixtoc 1, the construction of the gas

line (the gasoducto) to the United States, amendment of

Article 27 of the nation's constitutiont turmoil and

dislocation in the southern oil states, and an undercurrent

of private sector activity designed to expand its influence

ano competence in petroleuT oroduction.

Significantly, these several cases in point imply

opposition from sources covering the spectrum of the

nation's constitutional and political system. Hardly a

single element of Mexico's polity has failed to join the

fray at one time or another. The Mexican left has badgered

and harassed the administration, seriously embarrassing the

government; state governors have challenged Mexico City; the

official party has been touched by a break in discipline;

* and the private sector has constantly nipped at the decision

makers as it maneuvers for increasec advantage. In each

case, furthermore, at least one of the basic foci of

cisputat icn has played a Tijor role in the controversy as

the opposition has driven to the basic planks of the Mexican

petroleum scenario--production, exports and the question of

. Petrdleos Mexicanos,

-t -.. .. . . . ..... ,r - - '._ ' ,/ ,- , .- S
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It is quite impossible to offer in this paper

comprehensive case studies of each of the episodesp but a

flavor of them merits description and analysis by way of

indicating the turmoil of the Mexican polity deriving from

the petroleum bonanza. The blowout of Ixtoc 1 in the Bay of

Campeche triggered the most serious damnation of the

nation's petroleum policy and touched off a crisis that

called into question the *isdom and integrity of the

policymakers from top to bottom. As the well spewed forth

for almost nine months from June 1979 through march 1980P

the polity was racked with charges, countercharges and a

mixture of poignant and heated apologies from the decision

makers.

The critique hit every nuance of the petroleum program.

It accused PEMEX of ineptitude and its officials of

malfeasance. It extrapolated the basic cause of the

catastrophe to the government's crash program for ranidly

expancing production and exoortation. It raised tne bugaboo

of foreign intervention in the industry owing to contractual

arrangements witt onited States' firms. In the first

instance, the fiasco was depioted as another example of the

4 endemic inefficiency that supposedly racks PEKEX. Beyond

inefficiency the charges spread to scandalous proportions in

accusing PEMEX of a cover-up that reportedly involved the

4J Director General's collusion with petroleum contracting

firms in Mexico and the United States. An investigation was

launched by the nation's Attorney General, but most of the
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critics remained unsatisfied.[203

more than reflecting distrust of FFEX, the critique

also gct to the basic policy directions that had created the

ccntext for the debacle. ]he inefficiency of Fetr6leos

Mexicanos, in this sense, flowed in part from the nation's

headlong dash to expand production. The several factors

contributing to the Ixtoc 1 blowout, charged a union

official, "were the result of the phenomenal expansion of

Petr6leos Mexicanos." Another source focused on the same

general argument and tied it with exports to the United

States. In describing a critique launched by Heberto

Castillo, the report noted that Castillo charged that "the

accident is characteristic of a wrong-headed policy to

produce as mucn oil as oossible as quickly as possible,

which is in t:.. rather than hrexican interests."[21)

At one level, the decision makers response was

characteristic of the authoritarian, secretive r-exican

system, but viewed from another Perspectivep it lends itself

to a more optimistic interpretation hinting at movement and

change in the polity. The first vista is exemplified by a

governmental response at one time inadequate and at another

time threatening. The Director General denied any

wrongdoing and typified the blowout as almost inevitable; "a

,0 common accident in the world of oil activities . . .

%Indeed, he ingenuously had it that its main significance wasI .to verify evidence of large reserves in the ay of Campeche,

"an encouraging sigInal." In another ploy, the decision
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makers evolved a nasty turn. The president of the official

party conjured a scenario in which "the government of Mexico

is a victim of a wave of internal and external pressuresp

which are trying to destabilize the petroleum industry and

encourage the people to lose faith in the national

destiny . . ." President Lbpez Portillo assumed the same

tack in his 1q79 message on the State of the Nation and

later warned the press of its obligation to report accurate

information, sparking concern that the government's "right

to information" legislation might imply restrictions.[22]

That dimension of the decision makers' rejoinders may

be cause for dismay, but another interpretation is less

negative. The government was shaken and felt compelled to

respond. The very heat of the apology reflects the

seriousness of the threat. The opposition does not win

battles in Mexico, of course, but it can work its influence.

* In addition to the profundity of dispute, the point is also

* exemplified by the formal apology of the Director General.

Following his previous appearance before the Chamber of

* Deputies anent the gasoducto controversy, Dlaz Serrano

offered a lengthy defense before the Chamber and resoonded

to 90 questions raised by his interrogators. A report of

the episode had it that "the galleries were jammed with

PEMEX union members, who whistled questions from the

opposition deputies and earned themselves a reprimand from

the chair." Without exaggerating the significance of the

opposition or the influences for change in the system# the

--
- - - -

9
'
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Ixtoc experience suggests measurable forces in the polity

vying for attention and compelling the decision makers to

some degree of resoonsiveness.[23]

Tire second most important national debate to rack the

Mexican polity in recent years revolved about the

construction of the gasline to the United States (the

"gasoducto"). The implications of the gasoducto controversy

parallel those of the Ixtoc 1 fiasco.[24] The decision to

construct the gasoducto was announced in early 1977. The

line was to run some 800 miles from the southern fields and

hook up with the United States' distribution system. The

tone of the original statement carried a matter-of-fact,

businesslike quality and appeared to reflect a certain

complacency in Petr6leos Mexicanos. The policymakers

clearly misjudged the intensity of the latent opposition to

the gasline and were caught off guard when the critics began

to emerge in significant numbers.

A series of exchanges between the opposition and the

ipolicymakers evolved several cogent arguments and

counter-arguments.[25J One nexus of controversy fastened

onto the cost and financing of the project and conjured

omnipresent distrust of PEMEX, The company alternated

between cost estimates of $1 billion and $1.5 billion. The

critics doubted their word, or at least their perspicacity.

They pointed to the huge over-runs on the Alaska

construction. In a reported exchange with PEMEX officials,

indeed, Castillo supposedly embarrassed some contractors

. ~~~~4 .. .
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present by asking if any would accept an iron-bound contract

at that price. They all refused on the grounds that there

are "always unforeseen circumstances."[26] The issue of

financing also challenged the integrity of Petrdleos

Mexicanos. The Oebate was complex, intriguing and

significant. In a series of overlapping and sometimes

contradictory advances and withdrawals, the possibility of

official money from the United States Export-Import 3ank was

categorically denied; the word went out that financing could

be arrangea from numerous other foreign sources; and,

finally, after more than two months of desultory

backfilling, it was proclaimed that more than half of the

money was to come from domestic sources.

The cost and financing arguments gained points for the

left opposition, but the trump cards centered on the tear of

exporting the gas to the United States. The critics'

position focused on several anti-Yankee bugaboos, including

economic dependency, pressure from the Uniteo States. and,

beyond pressure, the specter of United States' occupation of

Mexico to protect its strategically crucial source of gas.

Once again after the fact, PEMEX officials and

governmental policymakers were moved to acknowledge the

weight of the critique. The President joined the debate in

responding to the opponents. He offered a reasoned, rather

lengthy apology for the gas line in his annual State of the

Nation address in lq77, and later waxed Passionate in

damning the critics. In response to the export dependency
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argument, L6pez Portillo saw it exactly the opposite; the

gas line signified United States' dependence on Mexico.

Furthermore, he continued, Mexico could not make policy

informed by the hurts of old perpetrated by the

imperialistic activities of the United States; times had

changed# he said, and Mexico had nothing to fear. Finally,

he put the matter to rest by declaring against those

motivated by "an itching that I do not understand" or by

"xenophobic criteria." "If we are able to compensate our

commerce with gasp we are going to do its" the President

declared. [27)

Equally telling testimony of the opposition's strength

was exemplified in the televised airing of a formal debate

on the gasoducto and the Director General's appearance

before the combined houses of the nation's legislature. In

the first instance, the government acquiesced to a rare

two-part, two-hour discussion of the issue on prime-time

television. The televised presentation was not quite a

wide-open Lincoln-Douqlas debate; it was loaded with PEMEX

officials and offered the opposition only a weak voice.

Itillp it presented some discussion of the policy; it raised

several potentially embarrassing questions; and, to the

point, it was available to literally millions of Mexicans to

hear, analyze, and digest.

In a second concessions the Director General of

Fetr6leos Mexicanos appeared before the Congress to respond

to its directive that "the public may be properly and

IVL ~d
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truthfully informed with regard to the construction of the

gas-pipeline in question." He spent nine hours over two days

offering testimony and responding to questions. The first

session, moreoverp was televised--again providing diffusion

of the issue for millions of Mexicans.[28)

The Mexican left-wing opponents to the gasoducto may

count all of that a Pyrrhic victory, admittedly, but the

analyst interprets it as an indicator of the political

impact of issues flowing from tne nation's new oil.

Probably not since the debate over the nation's Cuban policy

in the early 1950s. was a foreign policy decision so

successful in agitating serious public debate.[29]

At about the same time that the gasoducto imbroglio was

buffeting the government and Petrbleos Mexicanos, petroleum

policy Initiatives added further stresses and strains to the

Mexican polity by triggering the opposition of a loyal

deputy. In angry response to a presidentially-sponsored

amendment to Article 27 of the Federal Constitution, Victor

Manzanilla Schaffer cast a negative vote in the Chamber of

Deputies. He was the only member of the official party to

break ranks.

The amendment formed part of the administration's

program for the rapid exploitation and exportation of

Mexico's oil and gas. In the words of a spokesman for the

government, it facilitated the "rational exploitation" of

the petroleum by permitting the Secretary of National
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Patrimony and Industrial Development the right to

expropriate landsp without previous judicial proceeding or

indemnity. The opposition to the amendment was less

charitable in its opinion and depicted it as a transgression

of the campesino's property rights. The move was also seen

as another indication of PEMEX's accumulating vast power,

deriving from the government's single-minded commitment to

rapid development of the nation's petroleum. The

legislation's tie to the exoort issue derived from its

utilization to expedite the gasline, then in its initial

stages of construction.E303

While some opposition to the measure was probably

expected, the apostasy of a loyal deputy was certainly not a

routine matter and a scandal developed characterized by a

confused series of charges and counter-charges. Manzanilla

offered some comment on the substance of the amendment, but

his case rested more on the procedures, He charged that the

legislation was ram-rodded through the Chamber without the

usual opportunities for discussion and criticism during the

committee stage of the process. Most of the story then

revolvea about disciplinary action. The events reflected

significant perturbation andp probably, some backsliding on

the part of the government. The first reports indicated

that Rodolfo Gonztlez Guevara, chief of the PRIista party

in the Chamber, had demanded that Manzanilia resign his

committee posts. Gonzilez denied that he had done sop and,

in turnp Manzanilla held fast in reiterating his original
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charge. As the controversy wound down, he reassumed his

functions and discouraged further speculation and scandal in

guarding his silence. In perspective, furthermore, he never

openly challenged the Oresident by namer and, indeed, in a

postscript to the affair, paid homage to the "democratic,

revolutionaryp progressive and patriotic thought of

President Lbpez Portillo."[31]

The harm was done, however, and another example of

political protest and dissidence had evolved from the

government's petroleum policies and programs, and the

economic change and social dislocation flowing from them.

Beyond the immediate effects, furthermorep the longer-ranqe

potential of the deputy's opposition for contributing to

political change is the most intriguing aspect of the

episode.

r)ne nuance of the imbroglio's significance is

illustrated by the supportive commentary emanating ftom the

media. iAr.X.1j2L editorialized at the time that "it would

be commendable it this dissidence were not the last. There

exist many problems in the country that need debate." An

ianalysis of the scandal offered a more profound implication,

striking at the crux of the argument.

The unusual nature of the case has attracted

attention and stimulated speculation and

expectation. Luclo Mendieta y Nu~ezr a doctor In

law, not only concedes that the opposing deputy

J .
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(Canzanilla) was correct, but considers that his

action "is going to give place, sooner or later,

to a radical transformation in the functioning of

the parties." For his part, Rambn Garcilita

Partida, a Panista deputy, points out that "the

deed is unusual because it treats of an

exceptional case in which the unity of the

majority was brokeni and it merits analysis

because it may signify the initiation of a

parliamentary and democratic progress."[32J

Still a fourth context and catalyst for change touched

off by ?exico's new petroleum derives from migration to the

southern oil fields. Its ultimate significance for

socio-economic and political change demands more time to

unfold, but the Initial facts and some of the proximate

impacts are clear. They include burgeoning population and

equally rapid increases in wealth leading to run-away

inflation in the southern states of Campeche, Chiapas,

Oaxaca and Tabasco. Consequentlyi domestic migration in

tandem with the new money precipitated by the oil boom has

implied serious socio-economic dislocation and instability

In those states. Tn turn, the problems have given birth to

complaints, protests and confrontations. The scenario

connotes a socio-economic and political nexus pregnant wittl

potential for increased social mobilization in the longer

run. r331

.1t
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It should be emphasized that all ot those changes-what

one commentator called "The Drama" of the region's oil

boom--are takinj place in areas amongst the feast developed

and most poverty striken in Mexico. The point is

illustrated by examining the several areas ranking In a

nierarchy of development postulated in 1973 by a study of

Fexican regionalism. Utilizing a universe of 111 districts

formulated by the National Minimum Wage Commission, tnh

study created an index characterized by developmental

criteria such as levels of urbanization, wealth, employment

in varying economic sectors, women economically active, etc.

Of the 111 districts, seven in the south were being directly

affected by the oil boom. Five of the seven districts were

in the lower half of the developmental hierarchy and three

in the lower third. Of those last threep two were amongst

the least developed in the entire countryp ranking 104 and

106 respectively.[34)

Generalized protest and specific challenges to

Petr6leos Mexicanos and governmental petroleum policy have

evolved in response to the problems in the South. In

Tabasco, peasants met PEMEX workers with machetes and.

shotguns for days on end. In another episode, Tabasc an

oystermen marched on Villahermosa threatening "to kill those

PEMEX guys if they come back." In Salina Cruzp an explosive

situation developed in mid-1976 when 2a¢22?Aing armed with

"machetes, rifles and pistols" blocked construction of a new

refinery. A headline in Iz1jiL noted still another
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protest in which "Hundreds of Veracruz Campesinos Impede

Work on the Gasoducto."t35]

Protestso petitions and interventions by pressure

groups and local governmental officials also reflected

discontent. Organizations of ranchers and fishing interests

in Chiapas, Tabasco and Vera Cruz launched official protests

with governmental agencies and Petr6leos Mexicanos. .State

representatives of the Canacintra (Cimaras ae la Industria

de Transformacibn) from the six southern states called for

a system of internal preferences. Municipal presidents and

councils joined the outcry in criticizing PEMEX and

demanding relief programs. As reported by one investigator

after reviewing the situation in Tabasco, disenchantment was

the order of the day.

In recent visits there that Included conversations

with public officials, interest group leaders,

economistst and ordinary Tabasque~os, I found a

consistent pattern of criticism of PEMEX for

siphoning off resources without developing the

state. t3b]

Capping all of those loci of protest# finally, the

governors of Chiapas and Tabasco also entered the fray in

the 1970s. Jorge de la Vega, the Chiapan chief executive,

issued a rather measured critique, but his Tabascan

counterpart, Leandro Rovirosa Wade, was more vitriolic. His

posture ranged from petition through scathing criticism to

... . . .. ...r " : m~ ... . .. .. .. . ... . .
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open defiance. A flavor of the passionate opposition is

exemplified by his charge that the Tabasquegos felt that

they were "simply victims of an indiscriminate sack on the

part of Petrdleos Mexicanos."

The most dramatic challenge exploded when the governor

declared that he

would not permit a single investment or any

exploitation by Petr6leos Mexicanos unless (the

company) presented, beforehand, plans for integral

development that guaranteed the future of the

(state's) population.

He soon backed off from that defiant posturey but the point

was made. The severity of the challenge was captured by a

Mexico City columnist who charged the governor with having

"declared himself in open opposition to the President4 s

energy policy" and conjured the image of "bloody incidences

between Tabasque~os manipulated against the petroleum

U workers o o ."(373

In some respects, the regional dissidence in the South

has thrown up the most significant signals for impending

change In the polity. The opposition to the gas line was

predominantly from the anti-government left; the Ixtoc 1

critics were more variedp but still dominated by the left;

the Manzanilla scandal was short-lived. The southern

troubles. noweverp have continued for years and have

emanated from supposedly loyal sources--the c2eAmsij3o1#
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local officials and state governors. In a couple of

wonderful instances, even the submissive official peasant

league, the DL LAi f N3iani.-Camat ina-(CNC), nas

offered some degree of opposition. Almost all individuals

are members of the official party and the southern

governorsp of course, are both cons-titutionally and

politically subservient to the President.

In another way, furthermore, the southern protests are

more serious in th3t they have encompassed both popular

oemonstrations and occasional examples of the tthreat and use

of force. The armed peasantry confronted Petreleos

Vexicanos and government forces. In episodes in the city of

Salina Cruz and in the state of Veracruz, the Mexican

military countered by driving the peasants from their

positions. The potential for more of the same must have

seemed threatening to the elites in Mexico City. As noted

previously, one commentator in JzD.1&i9£ berated Governor

Rovirosa Wade for inciting the local 2 to "bloody

i! incidences." In an even more horrifying scenario, he also

suggested the existence of a possible coalition between the

J left opposition and the governor of Tabasco. PEMEX

'4 officials utilized a similar scapegoating ploy the following

year by charging that the peasantry was being inflamed by

professional agitators.[38]

The issue of the Mexican private sector participation

in the petroleum industry is a variation on the several

themes so far discussed, but it also suggests new movement
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in an area of policy that has not disturbed the Mexican

polity for decades. Some private sector initiative surfaced

immediately following the nationalization of the industry in

1938, but tne socialistic and statist inclinations of the

Chrdenas regime soon discouraged the movement. Another

round of probing and speculation evolved a little later

under the Miguel Alemin regime (1946-1952), but no

substantial private sector successes were achieved. In

1959, new legislation redefined and expanded the authority

of PEMEX and the issue faded from the public forum for

almost 20 years.

As the oil boom progressed and new opportunities took

form ouring the late 1970s, however, the Mexican private

sector resurrected a mini-campaign to test the official

policy defining the monopoly of Petrbleos Mexicanos in the

hydrocarbons area. The political strategy framed by private

sector spokesmen played on the ongoing current of

disenchantment with PEMEX and with the endemic nub of

anti-gringoism which informs the Mexican polity. As noted

previously, an extreme manifestation of the position went so

far as to call for the dissolution of the state petroleum

vi monopoly. Although that ploy was completely unrealistic#

.4 its proposition does reflect a bold departure precipitated

by increasing sensitivity to the activities of Petr6leos

Mexicanos and the growing concern that it was mismanaging

• the nation's petroleum resources,[39]

' wood=
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In another episode, the fear of foreign influence in

the petroleum sector highlighted the political strategy of

the nation's private sector. As the oil boom dovetailed

with the coming of serious economic problems in mexico, the

nation's private sector initiated several feelers designed

to expand private activity to the petroleum industry.

Articulated by a legal representative of Mexico's private

sector, the proposal played on the fear of foreign

influence. "So that the nation does not fall into dangerous

debt from the exterior," he said, "[the nation] ought to

admit the participation of Mexican investors in the

exploration and exploitation of our petroleum resources."

The argument continued that "private entrepreneurs are

disposed to work in this area under the control of the

State, respecting the rules that it imposes."[40] Not much

later, the private sector again tried to inch its way into

the scenario by offering to lend financial and other

assistance on the gasoducto project. In response to those

several initiatives, the government and DEMEX has taken a

clear and firm stance. In truth, little possibility exists

that the comprehensive competence of the oil monopoly will

be eroded in any way, b~ut that fact is not quite the point.

More cogently, the activity of the Mexican private

sector attests to an increased aura of agitation within the

Mexican polity. It combines with the evidence outlining a

redefinition of institutional lines of authority and with

the several case studies of this section to suggest an
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ambience of movement and fluidity in the national political

arena flo.ing directly from oil politics. In every case,

the oil boom has introduced a new quality into the Mexican

polity. Novel problems have emerged and new policy

initiatives have evolved. In their traino they have

directly and unmistakably precipitated differing power

relationships at the top and sparked a series of

controversies affecting the middle and lower levels of the

national political hierarchy. The lines of authority

differed in 1980 from those which obtained in 1975 and were

still in flux. ihe political controversies and the

political actors catalyzed by them varied from previous

times. In many casesi the equation was clearly new; in

others, it was a variation or an extrapolation from previous

themes. In all situations, additional participants are in

evidence. In fine, the context points to the profound

influence for political change touched off directly by the

redefinition of the Mexican economy wrought by the

discovery, exploitation, and exportation of the nation 4 s

massive hydrocarbon wealth.

PETROLEUM POLITICS AND CHANGE: THE INDIRECT DIMENSION

The relationship between Mexican oil and politics is

obviously quite clear in cases like the Ixtoc 1 debaclep the

gasoducto controversy and the rise to political prominence

of the Director General of PEMEX. In other areasp the tie

Is not quite so direct, but evolves from contextual factors

- ' L. ,9 ~.x - W
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wrought by the nation's newly-found hydrocarbons. t

policies have been framed, they have become increasingly

intertwined with the reality of the nation's oil and

discussed and debated within that framework. Several policy

arenas illustrate the point--agriculturep unemployment,

trade and tne definition of developmental strategies and

i styles.

In a fit of optimism during a speech before the

nation's Chamber of Deputies in 1977P the Director General

of Petr6leos Mexicanos outlined a sparkling vision. Jorge

Dlaz Serrano expostulated that Mexico's new oil wealth

"makes it possible to see in the future the creation of a

new country . . ., permanently prosperous . . ., a rich

country where the right to work will be a realityp with a

better style and quality of life In general . . ."[41J

A "permanently prosperous" country is a many splendored

and bewildering concept, but significant elements of the

definition must pertain to several policy arenas identified

above. Looking to the problems of agriculture,

unemployment, and wealth distribution implicit in competing

developmental strategies, two Mexican economists capture the

point.

In the same vein, they manifest that the petroleum

wealth will mean nothing for the people if the

distribution of income continues being unjust, if

the countrysile continues being unproductive and

impoverished, if 44 Percent of the economically

- e
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active population is unemployed ot underemployedp

and if 80 percent of the population does not have

access to a diet indispensable for its physical

and intellectual development.t42]

The analytical context for deciphering the Impact of

oil wealth on the agricultural sector counts several parts.

In the first instance, the situation has tended to

increasing seriousness. Beginning In the 1970sp

agricultural production fell behind population growth and

Mexico began to import ever-growing quantities of

foodstuffs.

As the oil boom advancedp the fear of continued

inattention to the nation's agriculture gnawed at many in

Pexico and catalyzed the issue. Even given a willful

governmental policy commitment to resolve the problem, that

ist the dynamics of the mania for petroleum production could

further delay transfer of substantial resources to attack

the maladies of the agricultural sector. An oil boom

psychology, if anything, is probably even more captivating

than the Previous preoccupation with industrial

development.[43)

In a rather different way, furthermore, the relatively

plentiful foreign exchange to be earned by oil exports might

well vitiate attention to the countryside. The nation's

decision-maKers could well be tempted to Import foodstuffs

rather than to resolve their agricultural problems. The
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lessons of the 1940 to 1970 Period encompassing Mexico's

industrial revolution are instructive.

Governmental rhetoric denies evolution of those

circumstancesp but the commitment to the countryside appears

to be ambivalent. The agricultural sector, on the one handp

is frequently mentioned as a high priority recipient of

additional state investment. Those declarations and

prescriptions issue from varying sources including the

master development plan for 1980-82P the President, high

governmental officials, and influential spokesmen in the

private sector. A couple of statements by President L6poz

Portillo, however, beclouded the issue. On both occasionsp

the President denied any conflict between the capital

investment demands of the petroleum industry and the

agricultural sector. In the second pronouncement, the

President had it both ways by declaring in a perplexing (and

ingenuous) statement that both were top priorities.f44]

The Elfn igal I- It£aLL2.112 later seemed to revise

the official stance in declaring the agricultural-ranching-

rural sector as the major priority for the 1980-82 period,

but the context is sufficient to gJve pause. The EJLD

12 I± is insistent in declaring petroleum as only the

vehicle for developmenti but it certainly offers ongoing

emphasis to the petroleum sector and it is so

all-encompassing as to vitiate its specific significance for

the agricultural, or any otherv sector. Cther programs also

seem to impinge upon the emphasis articulated in the £Ia
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developmental strategy centering on capital intensive

industrialization. The two influences have created an

unemployment rate as high as 25 percent, or about b million

people. When combined with the masses who are

underemployed, the figure may climb to nearly 50 percents or

approximately 10 -nillion Mexicans. In order to combat the

problem, the economy would have to create about O00,00 jobs

per year. Although the data tend to inconsistency, the

economy has been adding no more than 300,000 per year,

leading to an annual deficit of 500,000, or an additional 3

million more during the present sexenio.[463

In juxtaposition to that demand for new employment, the

growth of Mexico's petroleum industry implies complications.

The hard reality is that is eats up enormous quantities of

investment capital and creates precious few jobs. In

discussing the medium-term prospects of Petr6leos

Mexicanosp one Mexican source alluded to the point in noting

that "this [the petroleum] sector should, therefore, not be

expected to generate a high number of direct jobs in coming

years."[47]

The Mexican policymakers are, of course, sensitive to

the unemployment and underemployment dilemma and petroleum's

relationship to it and have pursued initiatives to respond.

In the first place, Petr6leos Mexicanos, informed by its

"social" mission, has been increasing its employment. From

1976 through 1978, the company took on about 25,000 more

workers, increasing its payroll to about 110,000.

- L~-' -.J" ...... * •... .
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Projections for 1979 and 1980 predicted some acceleration in

the creation of employment opportunities, perhaps

encompassing 53,000 more jobs by that time. Temporary

construction work contracted by the petroleum industry also

offered some contribution. The Director General estimated

that the gas line project entailed the generation of some

24,000 to 30,000 new jobs between 1977 and 1979.[48]

Those well-paying jobs with Petr6leos Mexicanos imply

some contribution to the resolution of the overall problem,

assuredly, but, in truth, they are little more than a drop

in the bucket. Tre numbers involved are a small percentage

of the mass of employment seekers and many of the positions

are only temporary. Given the capital intensity of the

petroleum business, little more could De expected.

An ambitious plan linking unemployment to petroleum was

first announced in early 1978, but it seemed to fade away.

Almost two years later, another incarnation of the plan

appeared in late 1979, and it oas subsequently tied to the

£UAD Q L I Dft1.ALL2 ' .eQJ2 ,ziZ?. The first employment

program was vaguely stated, it probably did not involve

sufficient monies, and it was certainly for the mid-tern, if

not more delayed than that. The proposal set out the

formation of a National Fund for Employment to be financed

by earnings from petroleum exports. The diffuse purpose of

the project belied its official title, for it seemed that

only "part" of the fund was destined to relate directly to

the unemployment problem.49)
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The second incarnation of the national employment plan

was promulgated in late 1979. It was even more ambitious,

but it mace no specific reference to petroleum earnings. In

the context of the 1980 budget and the national industrial

plan, furthermore, it appeared to be less viable than at

first glance and invited ongoing concern and debate. The

pre-budget debates for the 1980 document exemplified the

point. Among other foci, they revolved about the

disproportionate allocations ticketed for Petrbieos

Mexicanos, implying a defeat for those advocating moye

balanced development, including attention to the

unemployment problem. In the same vein, the emphasis of the

industrial plan (explicitly tied to oil earnings) on

modernization of the manufacturing sector connotes

that the job-creation potential of the investment

programs are insufficient to cope with the problem

of urban underemploymentp that income distribution

will get worse, and the benefits of the oil boom

and rapid growth will be confined to the upper

segments of Mexican society. In consequencep a

broader and more welfare-oriented strategy founded

on the provision of the "basic needs" of the poor

has been suggested.503

The 1J.D Qlagi for the 1980-82 tin12 began to

respond to some of those inouietudes, but its ultimate fate

Is unknown. To its credit it cleariy articulated a link to

petroleum earnings. In discussing the "Global Strategy
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Towards Employment," the ±LAn stated that "petroleum Is

intimately tied to the viability of the strategy."

Elsewhere, the document declared that "employment policy

occupies a priority place in the strategy of the EJLjq

td3j.-" The 1980-1982 projections, however, reflect the

same programs as outlined in the previous statement of

employment policy ant invite the same misgivings anent the

decision-makers commitment to divert measurable resources to

addressing the unemployment problem.C513

Again# however, neither the credence of the decision

makers nor the validity of the several celculations are the

essential analytical conclusions. Rather, the analysis is

offered to highlight the relationship of petroleum to the

debate on unemployment. As with the agony over the

agricultural sector, the context of the several policy

discussions points to a new milieu of Mexican politics that

at least indirectly pertains to every nuance of policy

formulation and implementation.

The ongoing perturbation, shifts, and aborted

initiatives anent 4exicols trade policy also illustrates the

pervasive influence of petroleum in crucial areas of policy

formation. At the very outset, the growing deficit in the

hydrocarbons trade balance combined with the price rise in

1973 to impel the nation to its present crash program to

exploit and export oil and gas. Several years later,

Mexico's hydrocarbons potential figured significantly in the

program of assistance granted by the International Monetary

.9A '- .-.
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Fund (IMF). On the one hand, it probably led the IVF to be

more gentle than usual in its conditions for stabilization

and further borrowing. Conversely, it hastened a movement

to lower tariff scnedules and dismantle complex licensing

restrictionsp owning to a new confidence bred by the

decision makers expectations that petroleum earnings would

provide a cushion through the transition from high to lower

protection.

As the decade of the lq7Os drew to a close, finally,

Mexico's petroleum potential in tandem with the ongoing

weakness of the nation's non-petroleum export sector

contributed to a long and passionate dispute on trade

pol icy, culminatinj in the debate over membership in the

General Agreement on Tariffs and rade (GATT). In every

nuance of the discussion and in every turn of the decision

makers$ propensities, petroleum was intimately

interconnected with the deliberations on trade policy and,

more specifically, with the debate over GATT membership. As

early as the middle of the 1970s decadej the bitter-sweet

IMF program had been Influenced by Mexico's petroleum

holdings and it provided an impetus for further review of

the trade problem. As the decade evolved and the

non-petroleum part of the export sector continued in the

doldrums, growing fear of a mono-cultural export scenario

catalyzed further concern among the nation's decision

makers. By 1979j, the two elements of the dilemma were

manitestly evident. The trade balance was still in the red

4, , . . .. : ... : : + _ -: '. • _ _ . .
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in the amount of more than $3 billion, and petroleum exports

had grown to encompass more than 45 percent of total export

sales with projections of 69 percent for 1980.[52]

Both logically and chronologically, the next step in

the process dominated by the hydrocarbons-trade equation

centered on the government's initiative to pursue the idea

of affiliating with the GATT. Responding to one part of the

problem, GATT membership was designed to jar the

non-petroleum export sector into a more competitive posture,

thereby incresing exports from that sector and diminishing

the proclivities to over dependence upon hydrocarbons

exports. As the Mexican economy made the necessary

Aadjustments to transition to more liberal trade, the

hydrocarbons sector would cushion the agony of the process

by providing sufficient earnings to maintain a more-or-less

favorable balance of trade. Ergo, as President L6pez

Portillo proposed, oil was defined as the "fulcrum of

development."C53]

In a rather paradoxical way, moreover, petroleum also

played a role in Mexico's decision to forego membership in

the international trading arrangement. As the pros and cons

of GATT memoership were debated in Mexico, the opponents

posited the argument that Mexico's oil power was sufficient

to gain it trade advantages without the necessity of

affiliating with the GATT. To simplify the equation#

Mexico's new clout in the international arena provided the

means to evoke sympathetic treatment with traditional and
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potential trading partners without compromising the nation

with the obligations for reciprocity entailed in GATT

membership. As a bonusp the nation would be soared most of

the temporary economic dislocations implicit in joining GATT

andi, in the process, also diffuse fairly significant

opposition voiced by influential groups within the national

polity.[54)

Growing from the trade-petroleum equation, as well I as

the other foci set out in this discussionp the oil boom in

Mexico has also begun to evoke an embryonic debate on basic

developmental strategy. The initial point is that "the

possession of the oil surplus is seen as not only giving

financial independence to the economy as a whole, but also

granting to the state the directive capacity that it

presently lacks."C551 The nation's new oil wealth offers

?Oexico's decision makers their first opportunity in more

than a generation to chart new courses in developmental

direction. As the reality has dawned ever-clearer in Mexico

and elsewhere, the most significant debate of all has been

joined. Its implication for change in the societyp economy

and the polity are unparalleled.

The critique is all-encompassing in scope and profound

in intensity. A columnist in Mexico City's j. DJA hit at

an important part of the evolving concern in crying that

"petroleum policy would be utterly lacking in sense it It

were sought to substitute it for social policyt and if it

were utilized to preserve the grave inequalities in 4exican
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society and to maintain the orivileges of a minority." He

continued:

It would be a disgrace to delay, postpone or

cancel the far-reaching economic measures of a

social order which the country demands in order to

put a stop to the continued unjust distribution of

wealth, thus accentuating the contrast between

extravagance and austerity, between opulence and

misery, which characterize our society.

In more measued terms, an editorial in C¢ . E£xtrig-

also joins the essential argument in looKing to other

elements of a differing developmental strategy:

In this regard, and to insist on the theme of

State finances, it must be emphasized that oil

exports will also produce enormous fiscal

revenues. For all of that, we should certainly

not drop the questions of fiscal reform, realistic

prices in the state-affiliated sector, and a

greater efficiency in public expenditure. On the

contrary, there will be a unique opportunity to

tax capital without fear of a flight abroad, to

get rid of hidden subsidies on public goods and

services and counteract by other means price rises

on basic consumer items. It will be essential,

furthermorep to make a tremendous programming and
.4

organizational effort in the public sector in

order to take full advantage of the oil surplus.

I -°t -'"'- '" " '. .. .. .....
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Otherwise, the country will waste this

non-renewable source of wealth and end up poorer

than ever.[56]

As the 1980s began, precious little evidence existed to

offer clues anent the eventual outcome of the debate over

developmental strategy, but sufficient signs surfaced to

know that it was in course* In a rather self-conscious way,

the BjAn g turns a couple of pretty phrases reflecting

sensitivity to the problem. In discussing energy policy,

the flan declares that "this developmental policy is based

upon petroleum; it is not a policy for the development of

petroleum." Again, in the section devoted to the employment

A program, the E.La is defined as "instrumenting developmental

policy served by petroleum; it is not a policy for the

development of petroleum." rther evidence indicates ongoing

discussion in the highest levels of the decision-making

hierarchy. Responding to a speech on governmental finances

by the Director General of the 3anco de Mexicov one

analysis had it that "his speech can be interpreted as part

of a continuing dispute within the government over future

economic strategy." Another analysis of the new industrial

plan also dwelled frequently on elements of dissatisfaction

amongst the planners striking at long-range developmental

direction. The ongoing debate over hydrocarbons production

and the CATT controversy make the same point. To reiterate,

the oil boom, in this sense, nas precipitated moves that get

to the very crux of the socio-economic definition of Mexico
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and, in the process, imply the most profound connotations

for political change.[573

In sum, the indirect influence of petroleum on broadly

gauged policy formation joins Its direct impact upon

politics to indicate a new context for cnange evolving in

the Mexican polity. While heated political controversy over

issues like Ixtoc I shake the polity and massive migration

and social dislocation portend further change, the

fundamental directions of the nation's developmental process

are also discussed and programmed within the context of

petroleum production and export earnings. Projections on

agricultural and employment policy are uncertain, but

petroleum influences both elements of the ambiguous

equation. Oin the one hand, the mania for further production

and exportation threatens to jeopardize the possibility of

attending to the impending agricultural shortfall and the

malaise of unemployment and underemployment. Converselyp

some policymakers continue to wage a battle for addressing

'I the problems and argue oil revenues as the basic ingredient

in their solutions. The comings and goings of trade policy

mirror the same image of Petroluem earnings as a

double-edged sword. Most profoundly, fundamental

developmental policy Is also mightily influenced by the

petroleum scenario. In every case, those basic policy

decisions and their future projections connote manifest and

profound implications for political cnange. They join the

day-to-day hassles over petroleum-related programs to
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suggest a present and future transition in the Mexican

polity.

THE SCOPE AND INTENSITY OF EVOLVING POLITICAL CHANGE

The ultimate significance of petroleum for political

change in Mexico is difficult to projectp but the scope and

intensity of evolving change offer useful categories for

approaching an analysis. The scope of the context is

illustrated by the multiplicity of actors affectel by,

and/or engaged in, and/or created by the new directions of

policy and the political struggles concomitant to them. The

intensity of the forces for change is suggested by the

* profundity of the issues at controversy in both their

symbolic guise and in more tangible manifestations. Some

feel for the intensity of the influence for change can also

be gleaned from an analysis of governmental responses to

challenges to its official hydrocarbons policy and programs.

As Karl Marx correctly had it discussing quantity and

quality, finally, an increase in scope equals a change in

intensity andp therefore, intensity is also measured by the

multiplicity of political actors.

The many political actors participating in ano

disputing petroleum policy suggests a broadly defined scope

for the influences for political change. To make some sense

of the entire cast, it may be subdivided into three

categories. The first is composed of the official

" • .. .. ... ... . . .. . . . . ... .. / L .9 ,--.. .d . ..
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decision-makers at the top of the pyramid who are deeply and

continuously involved in the formulation and implementation

of hydrocarbons policy. The second group counts other

political actors selectively engaged in the petroleum

scenario. The third contingent is similar to the second in

its selective participationp but Its most salient

characteristic is its opposition to the policies and

programs pursued by the official decision-makers.

As this description and analysis has demonstrated, the

top of the official pyramid has been buffetted and shaken by

the influences for change emanating from the rebirth of the

Mexican petroleum industry. The President of the Republic

has evolved novel departures in the definition of his role.

On a more personal levelt Lbpez Portillo has entered the

political fray to variously encourage and berate the friends

and foes of his petroleum policy. For their part, many of

the Presiaent's ministers have reconceptualized their own

roles in policy making as the nation's oil wealth has

created new imperatives and novel opportunities for the

search for added power and influence. Most dramatically,

the Director General of Petr6leos Mexicanos has catapulted

to the very top of the heap in Mexico and increasingly

wields political power roughly commensurate to the enormous

budget which he controls. As for the aspirants to the

presidential mantle, the £:=naiag& henceforth will be

partially judged as to their capabilities to be the nation's

number one oil man in addition to other criteria which

.. . .. . . ...*_5- . L .. ,. . . .
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define their fitness for the chief executive's position.

All of those Political actors daily feel the pressure of

petroleum politics# and all of them, and the offices which

they occupy, have been changed by it.

At a second level, the impact is less continuous on the

several participants, but their role in petroleum policy and

politics lends further credence to the comprehensive scope

of the forces for political change set off by Mexico's oil

bonanza. The nation's defense ministry, for examplep has

reacted to the imoeratives of the oil boomr by evolving

contingency plans in response to the "remote possibility" of

foreign aggression triggered by Mexico's strategically

significant petroleum reserves.[58] In another

manifestation of the impact of the new oil, several elements

of what might be called "loyal opposition" have appeared In

the context of petroleum policy formulation and

implementation. Various reports have itp for instancep that

elements of the "old guard" in PEMEX withheld information on

the enormity of reserves during the Echeverrla years. One

version depicted them as being motivated by fears that

Indiscriminate recovery would jeopardize th total yields of

the fields. Another ascribes a more "political" concern in

charging that the PEMEX officials were fearful that inflated

expectations would encourage the politicos to increased

foreign borrowing. The motivation for the alleged activity

is, of course, less significant than its fact.[59J

- - /~"''-d 4J
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Politicos and intellectuals compose other parts of the

loyal opposition. The apostacy of Manzanilla in the Chamber

of De,uties and the challenge of Governor Rovirosa Wade have

been recounted in this study, but they represent only the

symbol of many PRIistas who have lobbied the

decision-makers, badgered the administration of Petr6leos

Pexicanos, and formed study groups to explore and formulate

alternative policies and programs in the petroleum field and

in arenas flowing from it. The intellectual loyal

opposition has been engaged in the same activities. They

have written books and articleso granted interviews,

consulted with politicos, and played an active role in the

fray. In each case, the loyal opposition has been catalyzed

by the oil boom and, in each case, its activities attest to

the enormous pressures on the government and to the

comprehensive scope of the national debate sparked by

Mexico's oil. In sum, they reflect the turmoil of the

process and the concomitant implications for change flowing

from it.

Beyond the insiders who have surfaced to debate and

dispute petroleum policyp opposition from the outside has

also played an ongoing role in the struggle and adds its

contingents to the numbers of political actors mobilized by

petroleum and Pushing for political change. Heberto

Castillo is the most important symbol of that opposition,

but it also counts the Communist Party. some elements of the

Partioo de Accibn Nacional (PAN) and other groups. As
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noted in previous discussion, furthermore, some sectors of

the business community have occasionally criticized and

opposed official petroleum policy. Perhaps most

importantly, the oil boom has also mobilized frustrated

workers in search of PEMEX positions, and it has sparked the

southern peasantry to acts of rebellious confrontation.

The total numbers of Mexicans who have been touched or

mobilized by petroleum politics is impossible to specifyp

but they are many. In the same veinp it is quite impossible

to estimate the processes revised, norms altered, and actors

created in the polity as the nation's economic substructure

has evolved in the 1970si but, again, the analysis presented

here suggests that the implications of the incipient changes

have struck many aspects of the Mexican polity. It is clear

that the scope of the influences wrought by the oil ooom is

significantly touching innumerable Mexicans and myriad

elements of the nation t s polity.

By their sheer numbers, those changes also tell

something of the intensity of petroleum's influence but

other indications also illustrate the pervasiveness of

petroleum's significance for the Mexican polity. These

include the symbolic and more tangible importance of the

issues at controversy and also relate to the responses of

the aecision-makers to those challenges. In the first

Instance, the evolution of petroleum policy has struck at

the very roots of deeply revered symbolic forms of the

10exican system in sending petroleum exports to the United

.. ..
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States, in revising Article 27 of the Mexican constitution,

in questioning the monopoly of PEMEX in the petroleum

sectorp and in supoosedly eroding the nation's sovereignty.

Looking first to the symbolic import of exporting oil

and gas to the United States, it is only necessary to recall

that two key planks of Mexican revolutionary ideology

include a solid strain of antl-Yankeeism in tandem with a

profound commitment to national ownership of subsoil wealth.

Anti-Yankeeism is semi-official dogma in Mexico and

petroleum is involved in perhaps the most hallowed

historical act in Mexican nationalistic mythology.

President LAzaro Circenas t nationalization of the

foreign-owned petroleum industry on March 16, 1938# is still

celetrated as a national holiday in Mexico. It struck a

valiant blow for national indepenedence against the Yankee

and evokes pride from all sectors of the Mexican nation. In

that senses Mexican petroleum nationalism is Mexican

nationalism in spades. The visions of Mexican oil and gas

going off to the United States brings forth a special

poignancy and a particular sensitivity in the nationalistic

soul; it is no trifling matter. It hits the very root of

the self-definition of Mexican revolutionary and

nationalistic ideology and is inextricably tied to

deeply-felt and carefully nurtured feelings of national

independence and patriotic pride.

In the Manzanilla controversy the government's

petroleum policy struck at another revered symbol of the
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fexican Revolution--Article 27 of the Constitution of 1917.

Article 27 outlines the concepts or property that are the

basis for Mexico's famous agrarian reform as well as the oil

nationalization, itself. No other section of the

Constitution embooies so many of the ideals of the Pexican

Revolution. An analysis of the nation's basic law refers to

Article 27 as "the very heart of the Constitution."[60]

Hence# the amendment of Article 27 again demonstrates how

the government's petroleum policy compelled it to tamper

with sensitive symbols of the national mythologyp risking

the wrath of persons and groups within the Mexican polity.

Almost as seriously, the disputations over the oil boom

have produced challenges to Petr6leos Mexicanosp another

sacred cow of Mexican nationalistic ideology. PEMEX has

become a unique symbol of Mexican independence and success.

It is owned by Mexicansp it is run by Mexicans, and it

relies on Mexican engineers utilizing Mexican technology (in

large part). In the words of a Mexican

scholar-practitionerp "the nationalized energy industries

are considered by Mexicans as the very substance of

nationality." Fully sensitive to Its role in Mexican history

and contemporary affairs# the company utilizes the

nationalistic rhetoric of the Mexican Revolution to justify

its existencep its policies and programs, and its ongoing

efforts to realize further growth. Its success in

dramatizing its national significance may be gleaneo from

the results of a Ll Anagig Iiz poll. Ranking only one

:p -
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percentage point behind "the Mexican people," the

respondents listed PEMEX as the second most influential

institution in the nation's future. At the risk of

exaggeration, the Point is crystal clear. Just as with the

other elements of the revolutionary mythology, the oil boom

has unleashed another series of critiques which strike at

the very root of the nation's self-image. To repeat the

phrase, that is no trifling matter.C61J

In the most profound example of symbolic issues#

finallyp the rebirth of Mexico's petroleum industry nas also

triggered another round of debates concerning the sovereign

independence of the nation-state. The major focus of the

controversy fastens on increasing dependence upon (or

interdependence with) the United States. As petroleum

exports to the north have grown and imports of food and

capital goods have increased, trade dependency has increased

to about 70 percent. Debt dependency upon U.S. private

lenders or public financial institutions greatly influenced

by the United States is even higher. Hence, the endemic

fear and distrust of the United States has been crystallized

once again as the nation's oil potential has matured.

In tandem with the several other challenges to the

nation's self-definition, in fine, the sovereignty Issue

highlights the psychological intensity of the oil boom.

Profoundly ingrained beliefs are being tested, historical

myths are being questionedp and the national psyche is

tothered and buffeted. Change is afoot.
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To pursue the point one step further, it should also be

emphasized that the intensity of change is exemplified by

more than the symbolic. Some profoundly important

controversies have been precipitated by the petroleum

context which impact upon the very substance of the nation's

fundamental policies and its carefully defined norms of

political relationships. The decision-makers eventually

backed off from their initiative to affiliate with the GATT,

in the first place, but that aborted opening implied a

policy reorientation of the first dimension. It would have

wrencheo the Mexican economy and caused dislocation in the

nation's society. The ultimate defeat of the Initiative

attests to the strength of the forces and groups in

jeopardy, but its introduction is more to the theme of this

analysis. It reflected a mileau wrought by new potential

stemming from petroleum which prompted the highest levels of

the decision-making elites to comtemplate the previously

unth ink able.

The ongoing debates about the reorientation of Mexico's

developmental strategy make the same point. For the first

time in forty years, the nation has broached a

reconsideration of the basic premises of its economy and

society. It may be tnat the entrenched forces of power and

privilege will frustrate those initiatives just as they

defeated the GATT proposal, but the dam has been at least

partially breached. Again, it is only because of the

nation's petroleum that such a orofoundly significant
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initial step has been taken. It offers some idea of the

intensity of the forces for change effecting contemporary

Pexico.

To evolve from the socio-economic to the

socio-political, several struggles offer additional evidence

of tne influences for change shaking the Mexican polity.

The ongoing disputations on production levels have

crystallized unusually acrimonious divisions among the

President's top advisors and ministers. The expansionists

and the conservationists have continued their combat into

the 1980s and all evidence indicates that more is to come.

Competition among cabinet ministers is certainly part of the

Mexican political scenev but the quality of the production

debate seems to be unusually profound. It is so, of course,

because the stakes are much higher than in times past and,

to the point, the stakes are higher because petroleum has

made them so.t62]

In a rather different way, the apostasy of Manzanilla

in the Chamber and the opposition of Governor Rovirosa imply

the same message. When Manzanilla broke party discipline in

the Chamber, he was, in essence? challenging presidential

policyp a matter of extreme import in the Mexican system.

The President controls the oPI. A contemporary analysis

proposes that "the PRI enjoys no decision-making or

budgetary authority; it is run oligarchically"; it bends to

"elite control; exercises little power" and "is ultimately

subservient to the President . . ." The well-behaved party

- - ---- 4.F
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member is expected to toe the line and follow presidential

leadership. The dissident vote of Manzanilla Schaffer#

therefore, implies a bre.ak with well-known and strictly

enforced political norfrs. If not quite unique in Mexican

political historyi the open repudiation of those rules is a

dramatic, and scandalous, challenge to elite leadership and

it evolves only in the rarest situation o[b3J

The stance of Governor Rovirosa in Taoasco carried

similar significance and contained the added quality of

being played out in tne context of geographic particularism.

His threat to block further activity by Petr6leos Mexicanos

implied a serious challenge to Mexico City. It connoted

thinly veiled opposition to President L6pez Portillo, who

initiated overall petroleum policy and who frequently

reiterated his support of the drive by PEMEX to rapid

exploitation Almost as seriously, the governor's position

also hallenged the power and prestige of Petrbleos

Mexicanos. Governor Rovirosa Wade's stance against

presidential policy and the mighty petroleum monopoly struck

very close to tne crux of carefully defined relationships in

the Mexican authoritarian system.

In both historical and contemporary context,

furthermorep the southern states' regionalistic and

anti-Mexico City sentiments added a special quality to the

protest and opposition. The entire southern part of Mexico

has a long history of particularistic Inclinations that

continue to condition and influence relationships with the

'--e.
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power elites from the nation's center. A student of the

subject has it correctly that "Mexican regionalism still

distorts political participation and development." More

, Irecent commentary on the dissidence of 1977 lends credence

to the point.

A certain dislike for a large company of the
federal government comes naturally in many
outlying regions like Tabasco, which have a strong
sense of local identity. This attitude can be
traced to the geographical Peculiarities of the
state, the kind of lifestyle that has been
necessary to live there, the isolation from the
rest of the country, and history that has involved

periods of intensified state consciousness. Like
the Yucatecos . . . many Tabasque~os harbor a
strong resentment to "Mexico City," which they
alternately blame for neglect and
interference . ,

Institutions located in Pexico City are often
perceived as centers of corruption and
exploitation, directed by outsiders for their own
benefit and insensitive to local conditions.[6

The point ought not to be blown out of propostion; the

Mexican nation-state is not about to disintegrate because of

the several confrontations over the production and

exportation of petroleum. Nonetheless, the intensity of the

forces for change is clear. The hallowed symbols of the

nation have been put to the testp the decision-makers have

broached a reorientation of basic guiding principles and

policiesp and the polity has reverberated with the agony of

change.

,U Some additional sense of the intensity of the scenario

may also be garnered from the official response to the

challenges presented by the petroleum question. None of

e4 -- --
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that responsep to be surep indicates that the authoritarian

Mexican government has truckled to the opposition, but the

larger picture does suggest a certain sensitivity to its

political, or moralp strength. Vn production, the

decision-makers have Pushed ahead, but they have confected a

series ot apologies designed to convince the

conservationists of the Peculiar imperatives compelling them

to increase output. In export policy, the same pattern

obtains and, beginning in 19809 the government has gone one

substantial step further in diversifying the recipient

nations of Mexico's petroleump although the United States

continues to receive increasing absolute amounts. Anent

Petreleos Mexicanos, the policy-makers have deigned to

explain and defend the company to the point of publicly

airing its activities and finances. In responding to the

militancy of the oppositionp the government has frequently

acknowledged its critique and at times revised or initiated

policies that appear to demonstrate some degree of

responsiveness. Cause and effect is difficult to determine

in those instances and the government's response may well be

just further evidence of its well-documented facility to

disarm its opponents through co-optation and manipulation.

Nonetheless, the facts are clear.

The significance of those facts are almost as clear. A

new scenario created by the petroleum boom has contributed

to a different political environment in Mexico chock-full of

potential for ongoing change. Tle scope of those real and
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potential changes are all-encompassing. Their intensity is

equally profound.

CONCLUSION

The influence of the socio-economic context has been an

important theme in describing and analyzing politics.

Extrapolating from that general proposition, this paper has

focused upon the real and potential significance for

political change flowing from Mexico's petroleum bonanza.

Evolving directly from the impact of the nation's new

petroleum wealth, several areas of incipient change began to

take form in the l?7Os, and they promise to undergo further

maturation in the 1980s. Access to political power created

*by varying aspects of the petroleum scenario have benefited

some more than others, and relative positions in the

political hierarchy have been altered. Policy disputes over

production levels and export strategies have set off

acrimonious debate and ongoing anguish in the polity as the

expansionists and the conservationists have been

continuously locked in battle. The successes and failures

of Petr61eos Mexicanos have been an ongoing source of

perturbation in the polity as it laid claim to enormous

resources and as it grew rapidly in political influence.

In the processp petroleum policy elicited dramatic

opposition from disparate elements of the polityp compelling

varying comoinations of force, threatsp and responsiveness

from the decision-makers. The blow-out of Ixtoc 1 snook the
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government; the debate on tne gasoducto forced it to an

emoarrassing series of post hoc apologies; the apostacy of a

loyal deputy scandalized it; the oostreperous challenge of a

southern governor perturbed it; the militancy of the

southern peasantry probably intimidated it; and the

activities of the private sector concerned it. In each

case, Petroleum Policies and programs sparked novel

perturbation and movement in the polity. Singularly and in

tandem they implied a context fraught with implications for

change.

Indirectlyp the promise of new oil wealth added a

special quality to policy formulation in several key areas.

Petroleum earnings were tied to a resolution of increasingly

serious problems in the agricultural sector and the

countryside and to the crisis of growing unemployment. In

two other areas, the promise of additional resources sparked

profoundly significant debate on basic policy directions.

In the first instance, it emboldened the government to

initiate a campaign to reorient trade policy with the end of

affiliating with the GATT. In a second casep the visions of

new money triggered the beginnings of a debate on a

redefinition of basic developmental strategy. Bowing to

political pressure, the decision-makers ultimately decided

against joining the GATT. That same sort of pressure may

well preclude any meaningful revision of developmental

strategyp but in both instances the petroleum boom

encouraged tne decision-makers to contemplate the
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unthinkable for the first time in forty years.

In both scope and intensity the imoact of the nation's

petroleum is manifest and its meaning for ongoing political

change equally significant. Many participants have been

mobilized. Hallowed national symbols have been questioned.

Substantial policy debates have been aired. The

authoritarian and secretive system has occasionally

r esponded.

Substantial changes in the Mexican political system

have not evolved since the consolidation of the late

Thirties and early Forties. Whatever its relative vices and

virtues, the mexican polity has been fundamentally stable

for many years. The record must give pause to those who

question the decision-makers and counsel equal caution to

the political analyst who makes so bold as to suggest change

in the future. Fonetheless, the discovery of enormous

reserves of oil in Mexico implies an important new departure

in the nation's socio-economic substructure that may

continue to reverberate onto the polity. Those new

dimensions of the Mexican situation may contribute to an

altered context in which challenges may compel the polity to

adjust to a new set of substructural conditions. This paper

described the possible harbingers of that trend and set out

the beginnings of an analytical context to lend

understanding to their basic causes and conditions.

tn1
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